FACILITATION TECHNIQUE

Doodling Together

CORE PURPOSE / FOCUS

#team #teamwork #collaboration

PHASE

#energizer #ice breaker #fun #opening

SKILL / CONTENT

#creativity

TIME FRAME IN MINUTES

#<15 #<30 #<60 #60-120 #>120

GROUP SIZE IN PERSONS

#6-15 #16-30

FACILITATION LEVEL

Beginner

COMFORT ZONE

Safe

Introduction
Create wild, weird and often funny postcards together & establish a group's creative
confidence.

Necessary tools (what you need)
Pick an online whiteboard tool that allows you to use a large, zoomable canvas.

Steps
1. Create a post-it note for each participant and arrange these in a circle, with space
underneath for an image. Arrange people in groups of five where possible.
2. Invite the participants to the activity: We will create something together in the next
couple of minutes. I will guide you through a sequence of simple tasks. Please do as
directed and – especially in the last two steps - do not do more than as directed.
3. In the first step, have participants draw their first image and add it below their
nametag in the whiteboard. For the following steps, each person will drag their image
and pass it to the next person in the circle:
 Draw a form - pass it to the left (or right - stick to one direction)
 Make something out of the form you got from your neighbor (an object or a
person, an animal) - pass on
 Add context to the drawing you got from your neighbor - pass on
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Add action or drama to the drawing you got. Refrain from using text, this will
be another step! - pass on
Add text

Tips & Tricks
When facilitating full group discussion, we would recommend that participants use
non-verbal means to indicate they would like to speak. You can use tools like Zoom’s
nonverbal feedback tools, a reaction emoji, or just have people put their hands up.
The facilitator can then invite that person to talk.
If you are not using an online whiteboard, we’d recommend using a collaboration tool
such as Google Docs to place and pass your images, create a heading for each
participant under which they place their image.

The exercise is successfully completed when? Conclusion?
Establish creative confidence; collaborate effortlessly; build capacity for working together as
a workshop-group.

Source
https://www.sessionlab.com
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